What are we learning this half term?

Some of our subjects link to a theme which we call the Learning Quest. Other subjects are taught as stand alone.

Geography

Art & Design/Design & Technology

To learn to use world maps, atlases and globes to identify
continents and oceans;
To locate London and Enfield on the map;
To locate physical and human features in our local area;
To explore similarities and differences between Enfield town
and a nearby village.

To know that particular foods are grown in the UK, Europe
and the wider world;
To identify different food groups;
To know what a healthy balanced diet is;
To prepare healthy snacks.

Physical Education

Religious Education

Music

Languages

Relaxing music throughout the day;
Introduction to Charanga;
Christmas songs

Weekly visit from Speech and Language therapist
S&L games and activities as recommended by S&L Therapist
Visual support as appropriate.

English

Maths

Science

Reading: Develop pleasure in reading, sequencing stories,
answering questions. Books: The Little Red Hen, Little Red
Riding hood,
Weekly focus reading book
Writing: Work on pre-writing skills; Improving presentation
with writing (write within lines); Using finger spaces; Daily
handwriting practice
KS2 Grammar: (only KS2 children)
To use capital letters and full stops;
To use question mark appropriately;
To use singular and plural appropriately.
Individual workstation targets

To read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals and
words;
To read, write and interpret mathematical statements
involving addition, subtraction and equals signs;
To add and subtract one digit numbers (KS1);
To add and subtract one digit and two digit number up to
100;
To solve simple problems using addition and subtraction;
To identify and describe the properties of 2D shapes
including the number of sides;
To identify and describe 3D shapes including the number of
edges vertices and faces.
Individual workstation targets

To recognise, name and describe a variety of animals (Some
animals live in the water, others on land and some can fly);
To recognise and name animals’ babies and match them;
To learn three things that humans need to stay alive;
To describe the needs of a pet;
To learn about the hen’s life cycle.

PSHE

SMSC & British Values

Home Learning & Updates

To discuss what is the same and different about us;
To celebrate differences.

Safety
SMSC- Remembrance Day
Moral-Resolving conflict
Cultural-Christmas

In addition to the Learning Quest project, please support
your child with the following:
•
Daily reading
•
Reading
•
Counting objects, adding and subtracting

Apple Class – Autumn 2
Learning Quest – Where I am in the world

To explore actions that show a response to the stimulus of
machines (words, pictures, clips);
Salsa dance – to describe how a dance makes them feel;
Games – throwing and catching.

Christianity – to learn about the main aspects of Christianity:
Why do people celebrate Christmas?
To decorate our classroom for Christmas

Computing
To use Google map to look at the local area, to locate
Enfield, Station, park, river, farm …

